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Abstract

In all jaw-bearing vertebrates, three-dimensional mobility relies on segregated, separately innervated epaxial and hypaxial skeletal

muscles. In amniotes, these muscles form from the morphologically continuous dermomyotome and myotome, whose epaxial–hypaxial

subdivision and hence the formation of distinct epaxial–hypaxial muscles is not understood.

Here we show that En1 expression labels a central subdomain of the avian dermomyotome, medially abutting the expression domain of

the lead-lateral or hypaxial marker Sim1. En1 expression is maintained when cells from the En1-positive dermomyotome enter the myotome

and dermatome, thereby superimposing the En1–Sim1 expression boundary onto the developing musculature and dermis.

En1 cells originate from the dorsomedial edge of the somite. Their development is under positive control by notochord and floor plate

(Shh), dorsal neural tube (Wnt1) and surface ectoderm (Wnt1-like signalling activity) but negatively regulated by the lateral plate mesoderm

(BMP4). This dependence on epaxial signals and suppression by hypaxial signals places En1 into the epaxial somitic programme.

Consequently, the En1–Sim1 expression boundary marks the epaxial–hypaxial dermomyotomal or myotomal boundary.

In cell aggregation assays, En1- and Sim1-expressing cells sort out, suggesting that the En1–Sim1 expression boundary may represent a

true compartment boundary, foreshadowing the epaxial–hypaxial segregation of muscle.
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Introduction

In higher (gnathostome) vertebrates, locomotion is

brought about by a complex array of skeletal muscles

(reviewed by Goodrich, 1958). Based on their innervation

pattern, we distinguish the dorsally located epaxials,

innervated by the dorsal ramus of the spinal nerves and

the superficially, laterally and ventrally located hypaxials,

innervated by the ventral ramus of the spinal nerves. In

amniotes, epaxial muscles are the deep muscles of the back,

while the hypaxial muscles include the muscles of the body
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wall and limbs. For the hypaxials, a further subdivision has

been suggested as some complete their development deep

within the lateral mesoderm while others remain outside

(Burke and Nowicki, 2003). However, all hypaxial muscles

are united in that they are physically segregated from the

epaxial musculature by a connective tissue sheet termed

horizontal myoseptum in fishes, septum laterale in amniotes

and fascia thoracolumbalis or lumbodorsal fascia in humans

(Goodrich, 1958; Gray, 1995).

In the trunk, all skeletal muscles stem from the

segmented paraxial mesoderm, the somites, which in

gnathostomes form via the same segmentation mechanism

(reviewed by Christ and Ordahl, 1995; Gossler and Hrabe

de Angelis, 1998; Pourquié, 2003). It is therefore the more

astonishing that muscle formation and, in particular, the

epaxial–hypaxial segregation of muscle differ considerably.

In the zebrafish embryo for example, most of the somite

readily differentiates into embryonic muscle termed myo-
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tome, which in turn gives rise to the fast-twitch muscles of

the juvenile and adult (reviewed by Stickney et al., 2000). A

specialised cell population, which initially is located close to

axial midline tissues notochord and neural tube and hence is

referred to as adaxial cells, migrates through the myotome to

form the superficial layer of slow-twitch muscles. However,

a subpopulation of these adaxial cells, often termed bmuscle

pioneersQ and distinguished by their expression of the

Engrailed genes and their dependence on persistent and

high-level Shh signalling from the notochord, remains

stretched out in a horizontal plane between the notochord

and the surface ectoderm (Currie and Ingham, 1996; Ekker

et al., 1992; Felsenfeld et al., 1991; Halpern et al., 1993;

Hatta et al., 1991; Wolff et al., 2003). These cells form the

first, morphologically and molecularly defined epaxial–

hypaxial boundary, subsequently organising the formation

of the horizontal myoseptum.

In amniotes such as mouse and chick embryos, the

somites first differentiate into dermomyotome, the source of

muscle and dorsal dermis and sclerotome, the source of

vertebral column and ribs (reviewed by Christ and Ordahl,

1995; Gossler and Hrabe de Angelis, 1998). The dermo-

myotome releases myoblasts from its edges or lips in waves;

these cells assemble underneath to form the myotome, while

the dermomyotome proper deepithelialises to form the

anlage of the dorsal dermis, the dermatome (Christ et al.,

1983; Cinnamon et al., 1999, 2001; Denetclaw and Ordahl,

2000; Denetclaw et al., 1997, 2001; Huang and Christ,

2000; Kahane et al., 1998a,b, 2002; Ordahl et al., 2001).

Importantly, dermomyotome, myotome and dermatome are

continuous structures, and no morphologically defined

subdivision into epaxial and hypaxial domains is visible.

The epaxial and hypaxial muscle precursors, however, seem

to represent distinct lineages (Eloy-Trinquet and Nicolas,

2002; Freitas et al., 2001; Ordahl and Le Douarin, 1992;

Selleck and Stern, 1991), with the epaxials arising from the

dorsomedial somite quadrant under the control of notochord

and dorsal neural tube (reviewed by Brent and Tabin, 2002)

and the hypaxials arising from the dorsolateral somite

quadrant under the control of surface ectoderm and lateral

plate mesoderm (reviewed by Parkyn et al., 2002). Thus, the

sites of epaxial–hypaxial myogenesis are distinct, and it has

been speculated that this rendered the formation of a

specialised epaxial–hypaxial boundary dispensable.

It has to be taken into account, however, that in order to

ultimately generate segregated and separately innervated

epaxial and hypaxial muscles, also the amniote must have

means to define the epaxial–hypaxial border and to prevent

the intermingling of the epaxial and hypaxial precursor

cells. Thus, an epaxial–hypaxial boundary must exist, even

though it is morphologically ill defined. In support of this

view, a horizontal subdivision of the dermomyotome and

myotome into a dorsal, central or bintercalatedQ and ventral

territory has been proposed, based on the distinct cis-

regulatory elements controlling the expression of the muscle

determining factor Myf5 (Hadchouel et al., 2003) and the
expression patterns of the transcription factors En1, Sim1

and Alx4 (Davis et al., 1991; Gardner and Barald, 1992;

Ikeya and Takada, 1998; Logan et al., 1992; Olivera-

Martinez et al., 2002; Pourquié et al., 1996; Spörle, 2001;

Takahashi et al., 1998; Wurst et al., 1994). However, some

studies see En1, Sim1 and Alx4 as central markers (Ikeya

and Takada, 1998; Spörle, 2001; Takahashi et al., 1998),

while others identified Sim1 as lateral and hence hypaxial

marker (Pourquié et al., 1996). Thus, neither the association

of molecular markers with epaxial–hypaxial somitic pro-

grammes nor the mechanisms underlying the segregation of

epaxial–hypaxial cells are understood.

In this study, we combined a comparative expression

analysis with lineage tracing by DiI–DiO labelling and

quail-chick grafting. We show that Alx4 demarcates the

central dermomyotome and later, the dermatome. En1 and

Sim1 in turn mark subdomains of the Alx4 territory, with

En1 labelling the epaxial and Sim1 the hypaxial portion.

Importantly, En1 and Sim1 expressions continue in myo-

tome and dermatome, such that the molecular boundary is

superimposed onto muscle and dermis. Using in ovo

microsurgery, we demonstrate that En1 expression is

controlled by a complex regulatory network, with notochord

(Shh) and dorsal neural tube (Wnt1) specifying the cells as

part of the epaxial precursor pool, the surface ectoderm via

Wnt1-like signalling initiating and maintaining En1 expres-

sion and finally, the lateral mesoderm (BMP4) suppressing

En1 expression. Using cell aggregation assays, we show

that En1- and Sim1-expressing dermomyotome cells sort,

suggesting that in the embryo, they form a functional

epaxial–hypaxial compartment boundary.
Materials and methods

Chick embryos and somite nomenclature

Fertilised chicken and quail eggs (Winter Farm, Royston,

Potter Farm, Woodhurst) were incubated at 38.58C in a

humidified incubator and staged according to Hamburger

and Hamilton (1951). The developmental age of somites

was determined, using the staging system by Christ and

Ordahl (1995), modified by Pourquié (1999).

Microsurgery

In ovo ablation of tissues surrounding the paraxial

mesoderm and rotation of neural tube and floor plate were

performed as described in Dietrich et al. (1997, 1998), using

flame-sharpened tungsten needles and Dispase treatment. To

graft longitudinal fragments of segmental plates, surface

ectoderm plus segmental plate of host (in ovo) and donor

[pinned down in a Sylgard (Dow Corning) dish] were cut at

the desired position within the segmental plate and at the

border of it with tungsten needles, followed by the

application of 1–2 Al of 1 mg/ml Dispase (Sigma) to the
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cuts. When the desired part of the segmental plate became

loose in the host, it was manoeuvred out of the embryo and

discarded. The segmental plate portion to be grafted from

the host was aspirated into a glass capillary, then release into

the slit within the host and manoeuvred into place with

tungsten needles. Affigel beads (Biorad) were soaked in 500

Ag/ml recombinant Shh protein or 10 or 100 Ag/ml

recombinant BMP4 protein (R&D) or in 1 mg/ml BSA

over night at 48C, washed in PBS and implanted as

indicated schematically in Figs. 4 and 7. To graft control

cells or cell-expressing Wnt factors, the cells were

trypsinised, incubated in DMEM (Sigma)/20 AM Celltracker

Orange (Molecular Probes) on a bacterial plate for 30 min at

378C, washed twice in DMEM and incubated on a bacterial

dish in DMEM over night to allow the formation of cell

aggregates (378C RatB1a cells, 398C DF1 cells). The

aggregates were collected with a micropipette, spun at 800

rpm for 5 min, resuspended in PBS in ice, cut to size and

transferred into the host embryos, using serum-coated

pipette tips.

Tissue culture

RatB1a control cells carrying the empty expression vector

and RatB1a cells expressing mouse Wnt1/5a/5b/6/7a (kindly

provided and expression-tested by Western blotting by A.

Mqnsterberg) were cultivated in the presence of G418

(Invitrogen) as described by Fan et al. (1997) and Münster-

berg et al. (1995). Furthermore, DF1 cells (ATCC catalogue

No. CRL-12203) were transiently transfected with two types

ofWnt6 expression constructs via calcium precipitation: (a) a

retroviral RCAS-BP(A) construct harbouring the open read-

ing frame of mouse Wnt6, and (b) a pCAh expression

construct of the type described in Alvares et al. (2003),

harbouring the ORF of mouse Wnt6 plus N-terminal Myc-

tag, an internal ribosomal entry site and the coding sequence

of eGFP. Expression levels of the transfected cells were

controlled by RT-PCR using mouse Wnt6-specific primers,

by analysing for eGFP-mediated fluorescence (pCAh-con-
struct) and by immunohistochemistry using an anti-Myc

antibody (Invitrogen). In the embryo, the Wnt6-expressing

RatB1a cells and DF1 cells gave identical results.

DiI/DiO labelling

Two methods were used to apply the fluorescent vital

dyes DiI and DiO (Molecular Probes). (a) The dyes were

diluted in dimethylformamide (Fluka) to 0.2% and ionto-

phoretically applied to somites I–II, V and X of HH14

embryos as described by Denetclaw et al. (1997). (b) Stock

solutions of 0.5% DiI and 0.25% DiO in ethanol were 1:10

diluted in vegetable oil, droplets of 1–2 Am diameter were

injected to the somites (same sites as in a, and then

aspirated; Ruiz I Altaba et al., 1993). Both types of labelling

were performed under an Olympus SZX12 fluorescent

stereomicroscope and led to the same results.
Cell aggregation

The cell aggregation procedure followed essentially

Wizenmann and Lumsden (1997). Briefly, 200 HH20

dermomyotomes stages X–XX (i.e., of 10 embryos) were

excised with tungsten needles, cleaned from adhering

tissues using 100 Ag/ml Dispase in PBS (Sigma) and

horizontally cut, using the known expression boundaries of

En1/Sim1 in HH20 embryos as a guide. To control the

appropriateness of the cuts, 8–10 epaxial and hypaxial

dermomyotome fragments were embedded in collagen and

hybridised with probes for En1 or Sim1. Two thirds of the

remaining epaxial and all of the hypaxial fragments

(compensating for the smaller size of the hypaxial

fragments) were collected in L15 medium (Invitrogen) in

separate Petri dishes on ice, washed with F12 medium

(Invitrogen) and transferred to a 96-well plate in 200 Al
F12. Here, the fragments were incubated for 30 min at

378C in F12 containing either 20 AM Celltracker Orange

or Celltracker Green (Molecular Probes). The preparations

were then washed twice in F12, once in calcium-free

HBBS (Invitrogen), and combined in a clear PCR tube. To

obtain single cell suspensions, two methods were used.

Either, the dermomyotome fragments were incubated in

0.02% EDTA in calcium-free HBBS for 5 min and

pipetted up and down with serum-coated tips. Alterna-

tively, the fragments were dissociated using a tissue culture

mortar and pestle with a clearance of 100 Am. After either

type of cell dissociation, the suspensions were passed

though a 40-Am filter (BD Falcon) to remove remaining

cell clumps. An aliquot of the cell suspension was

examined under a Zeiss Axioskop for the incorporation

of fluorescent label and the completeness of cell disso-

ciation. The remaining cells were pelleted for 5 min at 200

rpm and resuspended in 200 Al DMEM supplemented with

10% FBS, 2% chick serum and 1% Pen/Strep (Gibco). Ten

microliters of this suspension was removed and diluted

1:1000 to determine the cell concentration. The cells were

then pelleted and resuspended in DMEM, 10% FBS, 2%

chick serum and 1% Pen/Strep to a concentration of 2 �
104 cells/ml. Two hundred microliters of this suspension

was transferred into a cloning ring (0.9 cm diameter) glued

onto a petridish and cultured on a shaking platform at 65

rpm in a CO2 incubator at 378C for 4 h. Once the

aggregates had formed, 20 Al of 40% formaldehyde was

added for fixation. The aggregates were transferred onto a

dipped slide and examined under both a Zeiss Axioskop

and a Leica SP1 confocal microscope.

Quantification of cell–cell contacts in cell aggregates

To quantify the extent of cell sorting or mixing,

aggregates of the epaxial–hypaxial, epaxial–epaxial and

hypaxial–hypaxial type were chosen at random, and one

optical section through the middle of these aggregates (i.e.,

maximum number of cell–cell contacts) was captured. For
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each cell on the optical sections, the number of same-color

(red–red, green–green) and opposite-color (red–green)

contacts was counted. Subsequently, the average percent-

age of same- versus opposite-color contacts and the

standard deviation was determined for each type of

aggregate. The Student’s t test was used to compare the

percentage of same-color contacts in epaxial–hypaxial and

control aggregates.

In situ hybridisation

Double whole-mount in situ hybridisation was carried

out according to Dietrich et al. (1997, 1998), with a

detergent mix (1% IGEPAL, 1% SDS, 0.5% deoxycholate,

50 mM Tris, pH 8, 1 mM EDTA and 150 mM NaCl)

replacing ProteinaseK. Probes and their expression patterns

are detailed in the following: Alx4 (Takahashi et al., 1998);

En1 (Logan et al., 1992); Noggin (Hirsinger et al., 1997;

Marcelle et al., 1997); Paraxis (Šošic et al., 1997); Pax3

(Goulding et al., 1994); Shh (Johnson et al., 1994); Sim1

(Pourquié et al., 1996); Wnt5b (Cauthen et al., 2001); and

Wnt11 (Tanda et al., 1995).

Sectioning

Embryos were embedded in 20% gelatin at 48C, fixed in

4% PFA and cross sectioned to 50 Am on a Pelco 1000

Vibratome.

Photomicroscopy

After in situ hybridisation, embryos or tissue fragments

were cleared in 80% glycerol or PBS. To improve the

visibility of somitic expression pattern, whole embryos were

split midsagittally. To photograph whole somites in detail,

also the neural tube was removed. Embryos, somite

preparations and sections were photographed on a Zeiss

Axioskop, using fluorescence or Nomarski optics. Optical

sections of cell aggregates were generated using a Leica SP1

confocal scanning microscope.
Results

Comparative expression analysis of En1, Sim1 and Alx4 in

the avian somite

The amniote dermomyotome gives rise to the dorsal

dermis and to distinct epaxial and hypaxial skeletal muscles,

which in the adult are separated by a distinct connective

tissue sheet (septum laterale; Christ and Ordahl, 1995;

Goodrich, 1958; Gossler and Hrabe de Angelis, 1998). In

the early embryo, however, epaxial–hypaxial dermomyo-

tome and myotome are morphologically continuous. Never-

theless, a horizontal subdivision has been suggested for

them, based on the expression patterns of the homeobox
containing transcription factor En1, the basic helix-loop-

helix transcription factor Sim1, and the homeobox contain-

ing transcription factor Alx4 (Ikeya and Takada, 1998;

Spörle, 2001; Takahashi et al., 1998). Confusingly, En1 has

been suggested as a dermomyotomal marker, or as a marker

for the central bintercalatedQ myotome, or as a marker for a

subset of dermal precursors (Davis et al., 1991; Gardner and

Barald, 1992; Ikeya and Takada, 1998; Logan et al., 1992;

Olivera-Martinez et al., 2002; Spörle, 2001; Wurst et al.,

1994). Sim1 is generally accepted as a marker for the lateral

somite half (dermomyotome, myotome and sclerotome) and

hence a marker for hypaxial programmes (Pourquié et al.,

1996) but has also been suggested as further marker for the

bintercalatedQ myotome (Spörle, 2001). Finally, also Alx4

has been suggested as central marker, restricted however to

the dermomyotome (low levels of expression are also found

in the sclerotome; Takahashi et al., 1998). To ascertain sites

of expression and to associate expression domains with

epaxial–hypaxial programmes, we reinvestigated the expres-

sion patterns of En1, Sim1 and Alx4 in the chick embryo

from embryonic day E2O (HH16) to E5 (HH27), using

whole-mount in situ hybridisation and vibratome sectioning

(Fig. 1 and data not shown). In double labelling experi-

ments, the paired and homeobox containing transcription

factor Pax3 was used to mark the dermomyotome as a

whole and in particular, to highlight the dorsomedial and

ventrolateral dermomyotomal lips (dml, vll; Goulding et al.,

1994).

Our analysis revealed that avian En1 expression com-

mences in dorsoventrally differentiated somites with the

developmental ages 8–10 (shown for E3/HH20 in Fig. 1A,

arrowhead), in line with Olivera-Martinez et al., 2002. The

initial staining resides in a medial territory of the somite and

is confined to the dermomyotome (Figs. 1A, B and E). The

En1 signal abuts the elevated Pax3 signal in the dml but

leaves a gap to the strong Pax3 signal in the vll (Fig. 1E, red

staining). This gap is occupied by the Sim1 signal, which

directly abuts the expression domain of En1 (Figs. 1C and

F; note that Sim1 expression is down-regulated in the vll at

this stage). Alx4 incorporates the expression domains of

En1 plus Sim1, omitting however the strongly Pax3-

expressing lips (Figs. 1D and G). Thus, we can confirm

Alx4 as a central dermomyotomal marker, pointing at

processes shared between the epaxial and hypaxial domains.

En1 and Sim1, however, do not label the whole central

dermomyotome but molecularly subdivide it in a horizontal

plane.

Comparing anterior (i.e., mature) and posterior (i.e.,

immature) somites at HH20 (Fig. 1A) or comparing the

flank somites at HH20 and HH24 (Figs. 1B and H), it

becomes obvious that during development, the En1 domain

elongates considerably in dorsomedial–ventrolateral direc-

tion. From maturation stage XX onwards, En1 expression

begins in the myotome in cells that belong to the late

arriving population of myoblasts, which enter from the

rostral and caudal dermomyotomal lips (Kahane et al., 2001;
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L. Cheng and S. Dietrich, unpublished observations).

Furthermore, En1 expression is maintained in the deep-

ithelialising dermal precursors, such that flank somites at

HH24, for example, show aligned expression domains for

En1 in a subdomain of myotome and prospective dermis

(dermatome; Fig. 1K; see also Olivera-Martinez et al.,

2002). Importantly, the En1 signals still abut the Sim1

signals that label the lateral aspect of myotome and

dermatome (compare Figs. 1H–I and K–L). Alx4 remains

confined to the dermatome, here encompassing the expres-

sion domains of En1 and Sim1 as before (Figs. 1J and M).

Thus, Alx4 labels all the somitic cells destined to contribute

to the dermis. In contrast, En1 and Sim1 expressions are not

associated with a particular path of cellular differentiation.

Rather, En1 and Sim1 maintain the molecular subdivision of

the somite as their expression is superimposed onto

myotome and dermatome.
Fig. 1. Comparative expression analysis of En1, Sim1 and Alx4. (A–G)

Embryos at E3/HH20. (A) Lateral view of a whole embryo stained for En1,

anterior is in the top left corner. En1 is expressed in the developing isthmus

(i), the V1 interneurons in the neural tube (nt) and the ventral limb ectoderm

(fl, hl). Somitic En1 expression commences in somites VIII–X and is

confined to a central territory (arrow). In more mature somites further

anterior, the signals expand mediolaterally, in line with somite outgrowth.

(B–D) Dorsolateral views of single flank somites (position indicated in A;

dorsomedial to the top, anterior to the right), stained for En1 (B), Sim1 (C)

and Alx4 (D). The dorsomedial and ventrolateral borders of the somites are

indicated by arrows. Note that the En1 domain abuts the Sim1 domain

(Sim1 expression borders less obvious due to overlying expression in

dermomyotome, myotome and sclerotome; see F), and both are encom-

passed in the Alx4 domain. The border of En1/Sim1 expression is indicated

by an arrowhead and plotted onto the Alx4 territory. (E–G) Cross sections

of flank somites as indicated in A; dorsal to the top, medial to the left. (E)

En1 staining in blue and Pax3 staining in red. Note that En1 expression is

confined to the dermomyotome, abutting the Pax3 signal in the dml, but not

reaching the Pax3 staining in the vll. (F) Sim1 staining. Note that Sim1

expression labels the lateral aspect of dermomyotome, myotome and

sclerotome in the dermomyotome abutting the En1 signals. Also note that

Sim1 expression is down-regulated in the vll. (G) Alx4 staining in blue and

Pax3 staining in red. Alx4 labels both the En1 and Sim1 domains in the

dermomyotome, omitting the dml and vll. Note that the lateral border of the

Alx4 zone is demarcated by the ectodermal notch (en). (H–M) Embryos at

E4/HH24. (H–J) Dorsolateral views of flank somites, same magnification

and orientation as in (B–D). Note the elongation of the somite; in particular,

the En1 (H) and Alx4 domains (J) have expanded in dorsomedial–

ventrolateral direction. The En1 (H) and Sim1 domains (I) still abut and are

enclosed in the Alx4 domain (J). Demarcation of somite and expression

borders as in (B–D). (K–M) Cross sections of flank somites, same

orientation, but lower magnification as (E–G). (K) En1 expression. Note

that En1 expression labels a subterritory of the myotome and the

deepithelialised dermal precursors (dermatome, d). (L) Sim1 expression,

labelling the dermatome up to the ectodermal notch, the lateral myotome

and the lateral sclerotome. Note that in dermatome and myotome, En1 and

Sim1 signals abut. (M) Somitic Alx4 expression is confined to the

dermatome, here encompassing the En1 and Sim1 domains as before.

Lateral to the ectodermal notch, weaker Alx4 staining labels the lateral

mesoderm. Abbreviations: en, ectodermal notch; d, dermatome; dm,

dermomyotome; dml, dorsomedial dermomyotomal lip; fl, fore limb; hl,

hind limb; I, isthmus; m, myotome; nt, neural tube; scl, sclerotome; vll,

ventrolateral dermomyotomal lip. The scale bars in B and H represent 50

Am for B–D and H–J, the scale bar in E represents 50 Am for E–G and the

scale bar in K represent 50 Am for K–M.
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Origin and distribution of En1 cells

The expression of En1 medially adjacent to the Sim1

domain suggests that En1 cells may be part of the epaxial

programmes of the somite. However, the signals reside at a

distance to the axial midline and eventually occupy a wide

mediolateral extent of the dermomyotome. Although the

expansion of the En1 domain is in line with somite

outgrowth (Ben-Yair et al., 2003), it cannot be excluded

that hypaxial cells are added on to this domain, casting

doubt on the reliability of En1 as epaxial marker. To

investigate where the En1-expressing cells are born and

how they reach their final position, we performed two series

of experiments: (a) vital labelling of somites stages I, II, V

and X with the fluorescent dyes DiI and DiO (Fig. 2), and

(b) orthotopic grafting of thirds, halves or two thirds of quail

segmental plates into chick hosts (Fig. 3).

DiI–DiO labelling

The dorsomedial quadrant of the somite is the source of

cells for the epaxial myotome; recent studies also suggested

it as source of the epaxial dermomyotome or dermatome

(Denetclaw et al., 1997; Huang and Christ, 2000; Kahane et

al., 1998a; Ordahl et al., 2001). Hypaxial cells on the other

hand are thought to stem from the lateral somite half

(Cinnamon et al., 1999; Denetclaw and Ordahl, 2000;

Huang and Christ, 2000; Ordahl and Le Douarin, 1992). To

locate the initial boundary between both programmes and to

trace the origin of the En1 cells, we, at HH14, labelled a

small group of cells in the dorsomedial wall of the recently

formed somites I and II with DiI and a second group of cells

in the dorsal centre of the same somites with DiO (n = 27;

Figs. 2A and B). We then reincubated the embryos for 24 h,

allowing the labelled somites to reach the developmental

ages XVI–XVII, and photographed the distribution of the

dyes (shown for somite II in Fig. 2C). Subsequently, the

embryos were bisected, the labelled somites were analysed

for the expression of En1 (Fig. 2D) and the corresponding

somites on the contralateral side (symmetrical to the labelled

somites) for the expression of Sim1 (Fig. 2E). We rephoto-

graphed the somites such that the sites of fluorescence and

marker gene expression could be compared. We found that

the DiI- and DiO-labelled cells retained their relative

mediolateral position and did not mix (Fig. 2C). Impor-

tantly, the DiI-labelled cells contributed to the En1

expression domain, while the DiO-labelled cells had been

displaced laterally and contributed to the expression domain

of Sim1 (DiI = red and DiO = green arrowheads in Figs. 2D

and E). This suggests that the initial epaxial–hypaxial

boundary lies medial to the dorsal centre of a newly formed

somite, consistent with the lateral boundary of Sim1

expression at this stage (Dietrich et al., 1998). It furthermore

suggests that En1 cells belong to the epaxial programme as

they originate from the medial wall of the somite.

When we cultured the labelled embryos for only 7–8 h,

that is, until the labelled somites had reached stages V–VI,
we noticed that the DiI-stained cells occupied the medial

half of the dermomyotome, indicating that the somite had

rotated laterally and the dorsomedial quadrant of the somite

had begun outgrowth (not shown). To determine whether

within this area, it was the dorsomedial lip or the adjacent

dermomyotome proper that delivers cells into the En1

domain, we injected DiI into the dml and DiO into the

adjacent epaxial portion of the dermomyotome of somite V

at HH14 (n = 17; Figs. 2F and G). The embryos were again

cultured for 24 h, allowing the labelled somites to reach

stage XX and processed as before (Figs. 2H–J). We found

that from both injected sites, labelled cells had contributed

to the En1 domain but remained outside of the Sim1

territory.

To investigate the mechanism that leads to the medio-

lateral expansion of the En1 zone during somite outgrowth,

we injected DiI into the dorsomedial lip and DiO into the

En1 domain of stage X somites at HH14, that is, somites

that just had begun En1 expression (n = 26; Figs. 2K and

L). The embryos were cultured for 24 h until the injected

somites had reached stage XXV (Figs. 2M–O). As at stage

V, the labelled cells contributed to the En1, but not the Sim1

domain. This suggest that cell proliferation in situ as well as

addition of cells from the dml drive the outgrowth of the

epaxial dermomyotome and the expansion of the En1

expression domain.

Orthotopic grafting of third, half or two third segmental

plates

Our labelling experiments suggested that En1 precursor

cells originate from the dorsomedial wall of the newly

formed somite. To confirm this finding, we used a further,

independent method, the orthotopic quail-chick grafting

technique. Unfortunately, dermomyotomal grafts or grafts

from epithelial somites frequently fail to liaise with the cut

edges of the host somite (unpublished observations). On the

other hand, the segmental plate is a compact tissue with little

cell movement (Palmeirim et al., 1997). Thus, grafting of

longitudinally split segmental plates will lead to the same

results as the more artefact-prone grafting of epithelial

somite fragments. We therefore excised the medial third or

the medial half or the lateral half or two thirds of the right

chick segmental plate at HH11-12 and replaced it with the

corresponding tissue from a stage-matched quail donor. The

embryos were reincubated for 40 h in order to allow even

the posterior segmental plate to reach an En1-expressing

state. Subsequently, the embryos were double labelled to

compare the position of En1 signals and the QCPN-stained

quail cells. The results of the operations are summarised in

Table 1.

We found that when medial third-segmental plates were

grafted as outlined in Fig. 3A, the medial dermomyotome,

myotome and sclerotome were quail-derived (n = 2; Figs.

3B and C). Significantly, the lateral border of the En1

expression domain (Fig. 3C, blue arrowhead) coincided

with the lateral extent of QCPN-stained quail cells (Fig. 3C,



Fig. 2. Origin and distribution of En1-expressing cells mapped by DiI–DiO labelling. (A, F and K) Schematic cross sections indicating the time and sites of DiI

(red) and DiO (green) labellings. (B, G and L) Dorsolateral views onto somites II (B), V (G) and X (L) at the time of labelling, dorsomedial to the top, anterior

to the right. (C, H and M) Dorsolateral views of somites II, V and X 24 h after labelling, orientation as in B, G and L). (D, I and N) Dorsolateral views of the

somites shown in C, H and M) after in situ hybridisation for En1; orientation as before. (E, J and O) Dorsolateral views of the somites opposite to C/D, H/I and

M/N after in situ hybridisation for Sim1; orientation as before. The arrows in B–E, G–J and L–M indicate the dorsomedial and ventrolateral borders of the

somite. The scale bar in B represents 50 Am for B–E, G and L, the scale bar in H represent 50 Am for H–J and the scale bar in M represent 50 Am for M–O. (A–

E) When recently formed somites I–II were labelled as schematised in A and shown for somite II in B, then 24 h later (C; also somite II labelling), the cells

originating from the medial wall of the somite (DiI, red) were located in a central position within the dermomyotome, while cells originating from the middle of

the dorsal somitic wall (DiO, green) were displaced laterally. The DiI-labelled cells resided within the En1 domain (D, red arrowhead), the DiO-labelled cells

lateral to it (green arrowhead). Plotting the distribution of the dyes onto the corresponding somite of the controlateral side (E), it appears that the DiO-stained

cells reside in the area of Sim1 expression. (F–J) When in a stage V somite, the dorsomedial lip was DiI (red) labelled and the dorsal centre of the

dermomyotome with DiO (green; F,G), then 24 h later, both sites were located in a more central position H and had contributed to the expression domain of

En1 (I, arrowheads). Plotting the distribution of the dyes onto the corresponding somite of the controlateral side (J), it appears that the cells did not contribute to

the Sim1 domain. (K–O) Labelling of a stage X dermomyotome with DiI (K and L, red) applied to the dorsomedial lip and DiO (K and L, green) to the

dermomyotomal centre. Note that in somites of this stage, En1 is expressed at the location indicated in yellow in (K). After 24 h, the labelled cells occupied a

more central position (M) and had contributed to the En1 domain (N, arrowheads). Plotting the sites of DiI–DiO staining onto the corresponding somite on the

opposite side of the embryo as before, it appears that Sim1 cells were not labelled.
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brown arrowhead). When half segmental plates were grafted

(n = 3; Figs. 3D–F), the QCPN staining laterally exceeded

the En1 domain (note distance of blue and brown arrowhead

in Fig. 3F). When lateral two third segmental plates were

exchanged (n = 4; Figs. 3G–I), the QCPN staining occupied

the lateral dermomyotome, myotome and sclerotome, reach-

ing up to the En1 domain, while lateral half segmental plate
grafts left a gap to the En1 expression domain (n = 2, not

shown). These observations confirm that the cells destined

to express En1 stem from the medial wall of the somite.

To test whether the expansion of the En1 domain that

occurs between HH20 and 24 is due to growth within the

En1 domain as suggested by the DiI–DiO labellings, or

instead by the incorporation of formerly Sim1-expressing



Fig. 3. Origin and distribution of En1 cells mapped by orthotopic quail-chick grafting of third segmental plates (A–C, J–L), half-segmental plates (D–F) and

two third segmental plates (G–I). (A, D, G and J) Schemes of operation, quail-derived grafts labelled in brown; time of reincubation is indicated. (B, C, E, F, H,

I, K and L) Embryos stained for En1 expression in blue and quail cells in brown (QCPN antibody), with (B, E, H and K) dorsolateral views (dorsomedial to the

top, anterior to the right; the somitic borders are indicated by arrows) and (C, F, I and L) cross sections (dorsal to the top, medial to the left). (A–C) When

medial third-segmental plates were grafted, the lateral extent of quail cells and the lateral border of En1 expression coincided (brown and blue arrowheads in

C). (D–F) When medial half-segmental plates were grafted, the QCPN staining demarcating the quail cells laterally exceed the En1 domain (F, distance of

brown and blue arrowheads). (G–I) When lateral two third segmental plates were grafted, the quail cells reached up to the lateral boundary of En1 expression.

(J–L) When embryos that received medial third-segmental plate grafts were cultured for 3 days to E41/2, the lateral extent of quail cells still coincided with the

lateral border of En1 expression, indicating that the expansion of the En1 domain during development is due to the growth of the En1-expressing somite

territory, not the switch of expression profiles. The scale bar in B represents 100 Am for B and E; the scale bar in C represent 50 Am for C and F. Abbreviations

as in Fig. 1.
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Table 1

Summary of DiI–DiO labelling and chick-quail grafting

Experiment Result

DiI labelling of dorsomedial

wall of somites I and II;

24 h incubation (27)

Labelled cells in

En1 domain

DiO labelling of dorsal centre

of somites I and II;

24 h incubation (27)

Labelled cells in

Sim1 domain

DiI labelling of dml

of somite V; 24 h

incubation (17)

Labelled cells at medial

edge of En1 domain

DiO labelling of

dermomyotomal centre

of somite V; 24 h

incubation (17)

Labelled cells at lateral

edge of En1 domain

DiI labelling of dml of

somite X; 24 h

incubation (26)

Labelled cells at medial

edge of En1 domain

DiO labelling of the

En1-expressing area

of the dermomyotome;

somite X, 24 h

incubation (26)

Labelled cells within

En1 domain

Orthotopic grafting of medial

1/3 segmental plate;

40 h and 3 days

incubation

Lateral border of QCPN

and En1 staining

coincide (5)

Orthotopic grafting of

medial 1/2 segmental

plate; 40 h incubation

QCPN staining exceeds

En1 staining and reaches

ectodermal notch (3)

Orthotopic grafting of

lateral 1/2 segmental

plate; 40 h incubation

Complementary to medial

1/2 segmental plate

grafting (2)

Orthotopic grafting of

lateral 2/3 segmental

plate; 40 h incubation

Complementary to medial

1/3 segmental plate

grafting (4)

The number of experimental embryos is given in parentheses. Note that the

contribution of dye-labelled or quail-derived cells to tissues other than the

dermomyotome is not listed. Abbreviations as in Figs. 1 and 2.

Fig. 4. Signals positively regulating En1 expression. (Ai–Pi) Schematic cross secti

floor plate and Shh bead are depicted in orange, dorsal neural tube and Wnt1-expr

intermediate and lateral mesoderm in red. (Aii–Pii) Cross sections of embryos 24 h

Nii–Pii) or 16 h postsurgery (operation at somite X levels, Bii, Hii, Mii), stained for

Iii–Kii, Nii–Pii); dorsal is to the top. (A) Unoperated control for operations at segme

V or X. Note the En1 domain in the dermomyotome next to the elevated Pax3 st

Ablation of the axial midline tissues, neural tube and notochord, at the level of the

or myotomal precursors. En1 fails to be expressed, elevated Pax3 signals encomp

the level of the segmental plate prevents En1 expression both in the somite (arrow

(E) Ablation of notochord and floor plate at somite stage V, that is, after the first E

Note that the expression of En1 (arrows) and Pax3 is unaffected. (F) Ablation o

insertion of a Shh-loaded bead in place of the absent ventral structures. Shh restor

(G) Unilateral ablation of the dorsal neural tube at segmental plate levels prevents

dorsal neural tube at somite X levels prevents Pax3 expression in the dml (arrowh

dorsal neural tube at segmental plate levels, followed by insertion of Celltracker

operated side (arrow). (J) Unilateral ablation of the dorsal neural tube at segmental

expressed (arrow). (K) Unilateral dorsal neural tube ablation followed by the ins

Separation of paraxial mesoderm and overlying ectoderm by tantalum foil at se

expression is prevented on the operated side (arrow). (M) Separation of the already

En1 (arrow). (N) Separation of paraxial mesoderm and ectoderm at segmental plat

cells underneath the tantalum foil. Note that En1 expression is absent (arrow). (O) S

expressing Wnt1. Note that En1 expression is induced next to the graft (arrow). (

cells expressing Wnt6; no restoration of En1 expression (arrow). Abbreviations: d

nt, neural tube; lat mes, lateral mesoderm; som, somite; sp, segmental plate; othe
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cells, we performed orthotopic grafting of medial-third

segmental plates, this time incubating the embryos for 3

days to reach HH24 (n = 3; Figs. 3J–L). Notably, the lateral

extent of QCPN staining coincided with the lateral border of

En1 expression, underlining that during dermomyotomal

outgrowth, En1 expression remains confined to the cells of

medial or epaxial descent.

Control of En1 expression

The site of En1 expression medial to the Sim1 domain

and the origin of En1 cells from the medial somite wall

place En1 into the epaxial programmes of the somite.

However, En1 expression occurs late and far from the axial

midline tissue, notochord and neural tube, known to control

the development of medial or epaxial somite derivatives

(reviewed by Brent and Tabin, 2002). This suggests that

En1 expression is controlled by a complex regulatory

mechanism. To decipher these regulatory cascades, we

systematically manipulated the structures surrounding the

chick paraxial mesoderm by in ovo microsurgery. In detail,

we (a) ablated notochord plus neural tube or notochord plus

floor plate and replaced the latter by Shh-loaded beads

(Figs. 4C–F); we (b) ablated the dorsal neural tube and

replaced it by different types of Wnt-expressing cells (Figs.

4G–K); we (c) removed the surface ectoderm, also replacing

it by Wnt-expressing cells (Figs. 4L–P); we (d) removed the

lateral plate mesoderm and replaced it by BMP4-loaded

beads (Fig. 5); and finally, we (e) rearranged the position of

the tissues we found to positively regulate En1 expression to

test for the mode and timing of their signalling (Fig. 6).

To test for the formation of En1 precursor cells,

operations were performed at the level of the segmental

plate at HH12–13 (HH11–12 for the neural tube rotations),
ons indicating the microsurgical procedures, dorsal is to the top. Notochord

essing cells in turquoise, surface ectoderm and Wnt6 cells in dark blue and

postsurgery (operation at segmental plate or somite V levels, Aii–Gii, Iii–Lii

En1/blue and Pax3/red (Aii–Eii, Gii–Hii, Lii–Mii) or for En1/blue only (Fii
ntal plate levels, (B) unoperated control for operations at the levels of somite

aining in the dml, but distant from the elevated Pax3 signal in the vll. (C

segmental plate, that is, before the specification of epaxial dermomyotoma

ass the whole somite (arrows). (D) Ablation of notochord and floor plate a

s) and in the neural tube, while Pax3 signals are ventromedially expanded

n1 precursor cells reached their final location, but before the onset of En1

f notochord or floor plate at the level of segmental plate, followed by the

es the expression of En1 both in the somite (arrows) and in the neural tube

En1 expression on the operated side (arrow). (H) Unilateral ablation of the

ead), but En1 expression is unaffected (arrow). (I) Unilateral ablation of the

Orange-stained RatB1a control cells. Note that En1 expression fails on the

plate levels and insertion of RatB1a cells expressing Wnt1. Note that En1 is

ertion of cells expressing Wnt6; no rescue of En1 expression (arrow). (L

gmental plate levels; the position of the foil is indicated. Note that En1

En1-positive somite X from the surface ectoderm eliminates expression o

e levels, followed by insertion of Celltracker Orange-stained RatB1a contro

eparation of paraxial mesoderm and ectoderm and insertion of RatB1a cells

P) Separation of paraxial mesoderm and ectoderm and insertion of RatB1a

nt, dorsal neural tube; ect, surface ectoderm; fp, floor plate; not, notochord

rs as in Fig. 1. The scale bar in Aii represents 100 Am in (Aii–Pii).
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Fig. 5. Signals negatively regulating En1 expression. (A–C) Schemes of operations (all performed at segmental plate levels), orientation and colour codes as

before, BMP4 bead in red. (D and E) Cross sections stained for En1/blue and Pax1/red, or (F) for En1 alone, all 24 h postsurgery, dorsal to the top. (D)

Unoperated control, showing En1 expression in the dermomyotome and Pax1 expression in the medial sclerotome. (E) An insertion of tantalum foil between

the paraxial and the intermediate plus lateral mesoderm causes the lateral expansion of the Pax1 as well as the En1 domain (arrow). (F) Insertion of foil

between paraxial and intermediate or lateral mesoderm, followed by an implantation of a BMP4 bead (10 Ag/ml) into the paraxial mesoderm next to the foil.

Note that the bead overcompensated for the absence of lateral mesoderm-derived signals and wiped out the expression of En1. Abbreviations as in Figs. 1 and

4. The scale bar in D represents 100 Am in D–F.
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that is, before cells in the medial wall of the somite are

specified. The embryos were reincubated for 24 h to reach

HH20. At this stage, the control embryos displayed robust

expression of En1 (blue staining; Figs. 4Aii, 5D and 6E). In

addition, we performed the same operation/24-h reincuba-

tion at the level of somites V–VIII, that is, briefly before the

onset of En1 expression; and to test for En1 maintenance, we

operated at the level of somites XII–XV at HH13, that is,

somites, which had reliably established En1 expression.

These embryos were reincubated for further 16 h. For

operations at somite stages V and X, the mediolateral

elongation of the En1 domain was under way in controls

(Fig. 4Bii, blue staining). To control that the operations has

the desired effect on somite patterning, Pax3 (Figs. 4Aii–Eii,

Gii–Hii, Lii–Mii, 6E–F) or Pax1 expression (5D–E) was

followed simultaneously (red staining). The result of all

operations with respect to En1 expression is summarised in

Table 2; for additional markers, see the chapters below.

The role of the axial midline tissues, notochord and floor

plate and Shh signalling

The medial wall of the avian somite yields the precursors

for the epaxial myotome, which require the axial midline

tissues, notochord and neural tube for their development

(Dietrich et al., 1997; Münsterberg and Lassar, 1995;

reviewed by Brent and Tabin, 2002). Ablating the midline

tissues at the level of the segmental plate or newly formed

somites, we found that En1 expression was prevented, while

Pax3 and Sim1 expressions were up-regulated throughout

the somite (n = 11; Fig. 4C; Dietrich et al., 1998). To test

which of the axial midline tissues may be required for En1

expression, we began, removing the notochord and the in

this context functionally equivalent floor plate at segmental

plate levels of HH12–13 embryos as outlined in Fig. 4Di
(n = 15). This operation prohibits the development of

ventral identities both in the somite and in the neural tube as

monitored by the ventral expansion of Pax3 expression

(Dietrich et al., 1997; Fig. 4Dii, red staining). Significantly,

En1 expression was also missing (absence of blue staining

in Fig. 4Dii, arrows). When the ablation of notochord or

floor plate was performed at the level of somites V–VIII (n =

13) or XII–XV (n = 14), however, En1 signals were

unaffected (Fig. 4E and data not shown). This suggests that

notochord or floor plate act during the formation of the En1

precursor cells.

In vivo and in vitro, the function of notochord or floor

plate in epaxial myogenesis is mimicked by the signalling

molecule Sonic hedgehog (Shh; Borycki et al., 1998, 1999;

Fan and Tessier-Lavigne, 1994; Münsterberg et al., 1995;

reviewed by Brent and Tabin, 2002). Moreover, Shh is the

signal that controls the formation of Engrailed-expressing

cells in the zebrafish somite (Currie and Ingham, 1996;

reviewed by Stickney et al., 2000). We therefore tested

whether Shh could rescue the En1 precursors in the chick

somite upon notochord or floor plate ablation at segmental

plate levels. For this purpose, Shh-loaded beads (500 Ag/ml,

n = 12; Fig. 4F) or control beads (n = 2, not shown) were

implanted into the gap left by the ablation, and the embryos

were cultured for 24 h as before. We found that the Shh

beads, but not the control beads, restored the expression of

En1 both in the somite (Fig. 4Fii, arrows) and in the neural

tube. This infers that, as in the zebrafish, notochord and

floor plate-derived Shh is essential for the formation of En1

cells in the avian somite.

The role of dorsal neural tube and Wnt signalling

Studies on mouse mutants harbouring dorsal neural tube

defects suggested that in amniotes, the dorsal neural tube is
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required for the formation of the En1-expressing dermo-

myotome (Ikeya and Takada, 1998). However, a recent

study in the chick suggested that the neural tube is

dispensable (Olivera-Martinez et al., 2002). To clarify this

point, we performed unilateral neural tube ablations at the

level of the segmental plate (n = 16), somites V–VIII (n =

16) and somites XII–XV (n = 14) as schematically shown in

Figs. 4Gi and Hi. As the cut edge of the neural tube failed to

rejoin the contralateral roof plate, the neural tube remained

dorsally open. Nevertheless, the left side of the embryo,

linked to the intact half of the neural tube, displayed wild-

type expression pattern for En1 (Figs. 4Gii and Hii, blue

staining) and Pax3 (red staining) at all stages. On the

operated side, the dermomyotome was significantly short-

ened and En1 expression was lacking when the operation

was performed at segmental plate levels of HH12–13

embryos (Fig. 4Gii, arrow). Interestingly, when the same
operation was performed at HH14–15, faint En1 signals

were present, reminiscent of the findings of Olivera-

Martinez (2002). Similarly, upon operations at stages V–

VIII (HH12–13), En1 expression was detectable, although

at reduced levels or in mediolaterally shortened domains

(not shown). At stages XII–XV (HH12–13), while the

dorsomedial dermomyotomal lip was missing as evidenced

by the absence of Pax3 staining (Fig. 4Hii, arrowhead), En1

expression was unaffected (arrow). This suggests that in the

early embryo, the dorsal neural tube is involved in the

establishment and the initial expansion of the En1 precursor

pool but is not required for the activation or maintenance of

En1 expression.

In the mouse, En1 expression is lacking when Wnt1 and

Wnt3a functions are absent (Ikeya and Takada, 1998). To

test for a similar role of Wnt factors in the chick, we

unilaterally ablated the dorsal neural tube at segmental plate

levels of HH12–13 embryos and implanted either control

cells (n = 11) or cells expressing Wnt1 (normally expressed

in the dorsal neural tube; Hirsinger et al., 1997; Marcelle et

al., 1997; n = 6), Wnt5a/b (expressed in the anterior

segmental plate and dml; A. El-Hanfy and S. Dietrich,

unpublished observations and Cauthen et al., 2001; n = 3),

Wnt6 (expressed throughout the surface ectoderm; Schubert

et al., 2002; n = 6) or Wnt7a (expressed in the surface
Fig. 6. Topology and sequence of En1-inducing signals. (A and B)

Schematic cross sections delineating the procedure of dorsoventral neural

tube inversion at the level of the segmental plate; colour code as in Fig. 4.

(C–J) Cross sections of control (C, E, G and I) and operated embryos (D, F,

H and J) 24 h after surgery; dorsal is to the top in all. (C and D) Cross

sections, stained for Paraxis expression in the dermomyotome in blue and

Wnt11 expression in the dml in red. Note that following neural tube

inversion, Paraxis is expressed both beneath the surface ectoderm and

adjacent to the previously dorsal neural tube (D, arrowheads). Wnt11

expression is confined to the Paraxis-expressing dermomyotomal epithe-

lium next to the previously dorsal neural tube (arrows). This indicates that

cells belonging to the epaxial programme reside in an ectopic, ventral

location, distant from the surface ectoderm. (E and F) Cross sections

showing En1 expression in the dermomyotome in blue, Shh in notochord

and floor plate also in blue and Pax3 in the dermomyotome and dorsal

neural tube in red. Upon dorsoventral inversion of the neural tube, Pax3

expression continues in the previously dorsal neural tube, Shh expression in

the original floor plate and En1 expression in the V1 interneurons,

suggesting the dorsoventral polarity of the neural tube remained unaltered.

Note that Pax3 expression labels the ventrally located, ectopic dermomyo-

tome and the dorsally located dermomyotome underneath the surface

ectoderm (arrowheads). En1 expression fails, even in the ectopic epaxial

dermomyotome (arrows), suggesting that after the specification of the

epaxial precursor cells, ectodermal contact is needed for En1 expression to

be initiated. (G and H) Sim1 staining. Note that upon neural tube inversion,

while Sim expression in the V3 interneurons remains unaltered, expression

in the dermomyotome underneath the surface ectoderm spreads to the

midline, indicating its commitment to hypaxial programmes (arrows). (I and

J) Alx4 staining. At the operated site, Alx4 expression is found in the

dorsally located, Sim1-expressing, hypaxial dermomyotome (top arrows),

not in the epaxial dermomyotome located in the ectopic ventral position

(bottom arrows), suggesting that also Alx4 expression depends on

ectodermal signals. Abbreviations: inv, inverted; mn, mesonephros; rp,

roof plate of the neural tube; others as in Figs. 1 and 4. The scale bar in I

represent 100 Am in (C–J).



Table 2

Summary of ablation and heterotopic grafting experiments

Operation Developmental age of paraxial mesoderm

Segmental plate Somite V Somite X

�nt/not No En1 (11)

�not/fp No En1 (15) Normal En1 expression (13) Normal En1 expression (14)

�not/fp + BSA control beads No En1 (2)

�not/fp + Shh (500 Ag/ml) Rescue of En1 expression (12)

�dnt No En1 (16) No or reduced En1 (16) Normal En1 expression (14)

�dnt + control cells No En1 (11)

�dnt + Wnt1 cells Rescue of En1 expression (6)

�dnt + Wnt5a/b cells No En1 (3)

�dnt + Wnt6 cells No En1 (6)

�dnt + Wnt7a cells No En1 (3)

�ect No En1 (9) No En1 (6) No En1 (6)

�ect + control cells No En1 (4)

�ect + Wnt1 cells Rescue of En1 expression (5) Rescue of En1 expression (5) Rescue of En1 expression (5)

�ect + Wnt5a/b cells No En1 (3) No En1 (3) No En1 (3)

�ect + Wnt6 cells No En1 (14) No En1 (14) No En1 (14)

�ect + Wnt7a cells No En1 (3) No En1 (3) No En1 (3)

�lat mes Expanded En1 (7)

�lat mes + BSA control beads Expanded En1 (2)

�lat mes + BMP4 100 Ag/ml En1 expression lost (6)

�lat mes + BMP4 10 Ag/ml En1 expression lost (6)

inv nt/fp No En1 (7; other markers 14)

The number of operated embryos stained for En1 expression is given in parentheses; for numbers of embryos stained with other markers, refer to text.

Abbreviations as in Figs. 1, 4 and 6.
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ectoderm overlying flank and limb somites; Yang and

Niswander, 1995; n = 3). Prior to transplantation, the cells

were tested for the expression of Wnt proteins (see Materials

and methods). To facilitate the detection of the grafted cells,

they were stained with Celltracker Orange (Figs. 4Iii–Kii,

red staining). Neither the control cells (Fig. 4I) nor the cells

expressing Wnt5a, 5b, 6 and 7a (Fig. 4K and not shown)

rescued the expression of En1 (blue staining). However,

Wnt1-expressing cells reliably triggered En1 expression

(Fig. 4J, arrow).

The role of the surface ectoderm and Wnt signalling

The development of the dermomyotome has been

shown to depend on signals from the surface ectoderm

(Dietrich et al., 1997; Fan and Tessier-Lavigne, 1994;

Šošic et al., 1997). A recent study proposed a role of the

ectoderm also for the control of dermomyotomal En1

expression (Olivera-Martinez et al., 2002). To address

precisely when the En1 precursor cells require the

ectodermal signals to initiate En1 transcription, we

separated surface ectoderm and paraxial mesoderm at

segmental plate levels (n = 9) and at the levels of somites

V–VIII (n = 6) and XII–XV (n = 6) as described in Figs.

4Li and Mi (Dietrich et al., 1997). As the ectoderm

regenerates quickly, we inserted an impermeable barrier

(tantalum foil) to permanently prevent ectodermal signal-

ling. This operation has been shown to eliminate the

expression of dermomyotomal markers in areas that do

not receive compensatory signals from the neural tube

(Dietrich et al., 1997). Importantly, the barrier prevented

the En1 expression at all times (Figs. 4Lii and Mii, blue
staining). Thus, the surface ectoderm is required to initiate

and maintain expression of the En1 gene in the

dermomyotome.

As Wnt genes have been suggested to carry out the

signaling function of the surface ectoderm (Fan et al.,

1997; Schubert et al., 2002; Tajbakhsh et al., 1998), we

separated segmental plate plus somites V and XII from

the surface ectoderm as described before, this time

grafting (Celltracker Orange stained) control cells (n =

4) or cells expressing Wnt1 (n = 5), Wnt5a/b (n = 3),

Wnt6 (n = 14) or Wnt7a (n = 3) underneath the foil.

Control cells (Fig. 4N) and cells expressing Wnt6 (Fig.

4P) or Wnt5a/b and 7a (not shown) all failed to rescue

the expression of En1. Interestingly, En1 expression was

restored when Wnt1-expressing cells were grafted (Fig.

4O). Wnt1 is not expressed in the surface ectoderm, while

its closest relative, Wnt6, is (Schubert et al., 2002).

However, Wnt6 has only a limited signalling capacity

(Fan et al., 1997), and in vivo seems to require cofactors

provided by NIH3T3 cells (Schmidt et al., 2004) but not

by RatB1a or DF1 cells (this study), demanding further

functional studies on Wnt6. Nevertheless, our findings

suggest that the surface ectoderm provides a Wnt1-like

activity (i.e., signalling via the canonical pathway as

reviewed by Miller, 2002) to trigger and maintain

transcription of En1.

The role of the lateral plate mesoderm and BMP4

The lateral plate mesoderm, via BMP4, initiates the

hypaxial programmes of the somite including the expression

of Sim1, simultaneously repressing the epaxial networks
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(Dietrich et al., 1998; Pourquié et al., 1996). It is therefore

conceivable that the lateral mesoderm also negatively

regulates the expression of En1. To test this possibility,

we first separated the segmental plate from the intermediate

and lateral mesoderm as described in Fig. 5B and Dietrich et

al. (1998) (n = 7). This operation leads to an expansion of

medial or epaxial somite markers such as the medial

sclerotomal marker Pax1 (Dietrich et al., 1998; Fig. 5E,

red staining). Notably, En1 expression was also expanded

(Fig. 5E, blue staining, arrow).

Next, we separated segmental plate and intermediate or

lateral mesoderm but inserted beads loaded with either 100

Ag/ml (n = 6, not shown) or 10 Ag/ml (n = 6; Figs. 5C and

F) BMP4 or with BSA (n = 2, not shown). As BMP4 at 10

Ag/ml up-regulates hypaxial somitic markers when added

to the endogenous lateral plate-derived BMP4 (Dietrich et

al., 1998), we expected that in absence of the lateral

mesoderm, the BMP4-loaded beads would confine En1 to

its original expression domain. However, even at the

lowest concentration, BMP4 overcompensated for the

absence of the lateral plate mesoderm and wiped out the

expression of En1 (Fig. 5F, arrow) while control beads had

no effect. This suggests that En1 is extremely sensitive to

BMP4, which negatively regulates the expression of the

gene.

Sequential action of the En1-inducing signals

We showed that tissues that positively regulate En1

expression are notochord or floor plate, dorsal neural tube

and surface ectoderm. The operations at different stages of

somite development suggested that notochord or floor plate

and neural tube act on the En1 precursors, while the

subsequent transcriptional activation of En1 is under

ectodermal control. To obtain further proof for this

scenario, we separated epaxial myotomal–dermomyotomal

precursor cell formation from the transcriptional activation

of En1 by dorsoventrally inverting the axial midline tissues

at segmental plate levels of HH11–12 embryos as

described in Dietrich et al. (1997) and Fig. 6B. We

reasoned that this operation would allow the completion of

the first steps of epaxial dermomyotome–myotome devel-

opment, namely, the neural tube or notochord-dependent

specification of the precursors. However, as these cells

reside in an unusual ventral position (Dietrich et al., 1997),

the next step, the ectoderm-driven activation of En1 should

fail.

The manipulated embryos (n = 21) were incubated for

40 h to allow the somites in the operated region to reach

a maturation age compatible with En1 expression.

Subsequently, the embryos were analysed for the dorso-

ventral organisation of the rotated neural tube (Shh, Sim1,

En1 and Pax3), the dorsoventral organisation of the

somite (Paraxis and Pax3), the localisation of the dml

(Wnt11, Wnt5a/b and Noggin) and the distribution of

signals for En1, Sim1 and Alx4. We found that the

inverted neural tube had maintained its original dorsoven-
tral organisation as monitored by Shh expression in the

original floor plate (Fig. 6F, fp), Pax3 expression in the

alar plate (Fig. 6F, red staining next to the roof plate, rp),

Sim1 expression in the V3 interneurons next to the floor

plate (Fig. 6H, V3) and En1 expression in the V1

interneurons (Fig. 6F, V1; neuronal patterning reviewed

by Goulding and Lamar, 2000). Accordingly, the somitic

epithelium next to the previously dorsal, now ventral,

neural tube expressed the dermomyotomal markers Para-

xis (Fig. 6D, blue staining, lower arrowheads) and Pax3,

(Fig. 6F, red staining, lower arrowheads) but also the dml

markers Wnt11 (Tanda et al., 1995; Fig. 6D, red staining,

arrows) and Wnt5a, Wnt5b and Noggin (Cauthen et al.,

2001; Hirsinger et al., 1997; Marcelle et al., 1997; not

shown). This indicates that epaxial programmes were

activated in this ectopic, ventral position. Conversely, the

dermomyotomal epithelium located underneath the surface

ectoderm expressed Paraxis (Fig. 6D, top arrowheads)

and Pax3 (Fig. 6F, top arrowheads), but in addition Sim1

(Fig. 6H, arrows), indicating that in this position, hypaxial

programmes unfolded. Importantly, none of the dermo-

myotomal epithelia expressed En1, not even the dermo-

myotome with epaxial marker gene expression (Fig. 6F,

absence of blue staining in the somite, arrows). Likewise,

this dermomyotome portion lacked expression of Alx4

(Fig. 6J, bottom arrows), while the Sim1-expressing

dermomyotome underneath the surface ectoderm suc-

ceeded to activate this gene (Fig. 6H, top arrows). Thus,

the epaxial myotomal–dermomyotomal precursor cells,

once specified, need to get under ectodermal control in

order to activate expression of En1 (and the epaxial

expression of Alx4).

Sorting behaviour of En1 cells

Origin, expression profile and regulation of En1 cells

suggested that these cells are part of the epaxial somitic

programmes (this study), while the laterally adjacent, Sim1-

expressing cells are part of the hypaxial programmes

(Pourquié et al., 1996). Our dye labelling and chick-quail

grafting experiments, in line with the genetic studies in the

mouse and lineage tracing in the chick (Eloy-Trinquet and

Nicolas, 2002; Freitas et al., 2001; Selleck and Stern, 1991),

furthermore suggested that epaxial and hypaxial cells do not

trespass into the opposite territory. We therefore asked

whether En1- and Sim1-expressing cells may set up a

compartment boundary between them (i.e., imposing cell

lineage restriction). Using a cell aggregation assay, Wizen-

mann and Lumsden (1997) have demonstrated that in the

avian hindbrain, rhombomeres form compartment bounda-

ries due to distinct adhesive properties of the cells on either

side of the boundary: rhombomere cells sort by preferen-

tially adhering to their own kind. We employed this assay to

test for selective adhesion of epaxial and hypaxial cells in

the dermomyotome; the experiment was repeated seven

times.
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In each experiment, approximately 200 stages X–XX

dermomyotomes of HH20 embryos were isolated, cut

horizontally where, based on our expression analyses, we

expected the boundary between En1 and Sim1 signals to be

positioned; then epaxial and hypaxial explants were

collected separately (Fig. 7A). To control for the accuracy

of our dissections, we embedded 8–10 of the explants in

collagen and processed them for in situ hybridisation (Fig.

7B). We found that the epaxial explants expressed En1 (Fig.
Fig. 7. Sorting behaviour of epaxial and hypaxial dermomyotome cells. (A, B

encompassing dermomyotome isolation, separation of epaxial–hypaxial portions

fragments with En1 or Sim1 probes (B), or fluorescent labelling of dermomyoto

reassociation (G, J and M). (C–F) Nomarski images showing collagen-embedde

represents 100 Am for (C–F). Note that the epaxial preparations express En1 I, not

K and N) Compound fluorescent microscopy of whole aggregates and (I, L and O)

the mixing of the dissociated cells; the scale bar in (H) represents 25 Am for (H, I

cells. Note that epaxial and hypaxial cells preferentially adhered to their own

aggregation of epaxial–epaxial cell preparations. The resulting aggregates consiste

in the whole-mount preparations due to overlapping green and red fluorescence (K

Control-aggregation of hypaxial–hypaxial cell preparations, resulting aggregates
7C) but not Sim1 (Fig. 7D), while the hypaxial portions

lacked En1 (Fig. 7E) but expressed Sim1 (Fig. 7F). The

remaining epaxial–hypaxial explants were labelled with

either Celltracker Orange or Celltracker Green, then

dissociated to obtain single cell suspensions and combined

(Figs. 7G, J and M). Subsequently, the cell suspensions

were incubated on a shaking platform for 4 h to allow the

restoration of cell adhesion molecules and hence cell

aggregation. The aggregates were then fixed and qualita-
, G, J and M) Schematic representation of the experimental procedures,

of the dermomyotome, then either in situ hybridisation of dermomyotome

me fragments, followed by tissue dissociation, cell mixing and 4 h of cell

d dermomyotome fragments after in situ hybridisation; the scale bar in I

Sim1 (D); the hypaxial preparations lack En1 (E) but express Sim1 (F). (H,

confocal images presenting optical sections through aggregates, all 4 h after

, K, L, N and O). (G–I) Aggregation of epaxial (red) plus hypaxial (green)

kind as evidenced by the separate red and green staining. (J–L) Control

d of freely distributed red and green cells, leading to yellow-orange staining

) and interspersed red and green staining on the optical sections (L). (M–O)

consist of randomly mixed cells.
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tively and quantitatively analysed for the distribution of red

and green cells using fluorescent microscopy (Figs. 7H, K

and N) and confocal microscopy (Figs. 7I, L and O).

Due to the different size of epaxial and hypaxial

dermomyotome fragments, more epaxial than hypaxial

cells were available for the experiment. Thus, after having

adjusted the volumes of the cells suspensions to stand-

ardise cell concentrations, we typically obtained 130

epaxial–hypaxial, 180 epaxial–epaxial and 90 hypaxial–

hypaxial aggregates, each consisting of 40 (F13) cells

(total number of cells was determined on series of optical

sections of 40 randomly chosen aggregates). Significantly,

both on whole-mount inspection (Fig. 7H) and on confocal

sections (Fig. 7I), aggregates from epaxial–hypaxial

preparations consisted of segregated red and green cell

clumps. In contrast, aggregates from epaxial–epaxial (Figs.

7K and L) and hypaxial–hypaxial (Figs. 7N and O)

preparations showed intermingling of red and green cells,

suggesting that these cells mixed freely.

To quantify the extent of cell sorting or mixing, the

number of same-colour (red–red, green–green) cell–cell

contacts, which are homophilic for the epaxial–hypaxial

aggregates, and the number of opposite-colour (red–green)

cell–cell contacts that are heterophilic for the epaxial–

hypaxial aggregates were counted on midaggregate optical

sections of 20 epaxial–hypaxial, 20 epaxial–epaxial and 10

hypaxial–hypaxial aggregates containing on average 28

cells; a total of 1380 cells was analysed. We found that for

epaxial–hypaxial aggregates, 70.46 F 12.48% of the cell–

cell contacts were same colour or homophilic, while for
Fig. 8. Quantitative analysis of homophilic or same colour (blue) versus heteroph

sections of epaxial–hypaxial (ep-hyp; n = 20), epaxial–epaxial (ep-ep; n = 20)

means F SD. Note that for the epaxial–hypaxial aggregates, almost three quarter

same-colour interaction is significantly lower ( P b 0.0001). This supports the hy

kind freely mix.
epaxial–epaxial and hypaxial–hypaxial, aggregates, same-

colour contacts amounted to only 42.03 F 12.71% and

36.91 F 6.94%, respectively (Fig. 8). To establish the

statistical significance of our findings, a Student’s t test

was performed, which provided a P value smaller than

0.0001 for the difference between epaxial–hypaxial and

control aggregates. Thus, epaxial and hypaxial cells show

a statistically significant sorting behaviour, preferentially

adhering to their own kind. This suggests that in the

somite, they may form a compartment boundary between

them.
Discussion

In recent years, substantial progress has been made,

identifying the regulatory cascades that initiate amniote

epaxial and hypaxial myogenesis (reviewed by Brent

and Tabin, 2002; Parkyn et al., 2002). However, the

dermomyotome and subsequently the myotome and

dermatome are morphologically continuous structures.

Thus, the question must be asked as to how the

epaxial and hypaxial precursor cells are segregated,

how distinct, separately innervated epaxial and hypaxial

muscles may form. The work presented here suggests

that the expression domains of En1 and Sim1

molecularly define the epaxial–hypaxial interface. More-

over, our work suggests that En1 and Sim1 cells may

form a true compartment boundary, foreshadowing the

point of epaxial–hypaxial subdivision of muscle.
ilic or opposite colour (yellow) cell–cell contacts in midaggregate optical

and hypaxial–hypaxial (hyp-hyp; n = 10) cell aggregates. Values (%) are

s of the cell–cell contacts are homophilic; while for the control aggregates,

pothesis of cell sorting for epaxial–hypaxial cells, while cells of the same
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En1 and Sim1 molecularly subdivide the central

dermomyotome, myotome and dermatome

Recent studies suggested that the amniote dermomyo-

tome and myotome are horizontally subdivided, owing to

the regionalised expression of markers such as En1, Sim1

or Alx4 (Davis et al., 1991; Gardner and Barald, 1992;

Ikeya and Takada, 1998; Logan et al., 1992; Olivera-

Martinez et al., 2002; Pourquié et al., 1996; Spörle, 2001;

Takahashi et al., 1998; Wurst et al., 1994). However, these

studies disagree on the precise sites of marker gene

expression; some see En1, Sim1 and Alx4 as markers for

the central or bintercalatedQ dermomyotome and myotome

(Ikeya and Takada, 1998; Spörle et al., 2001; Takahashi et

al., 1998), others refer to Sim1 as a strictly lateral or

hypaxial marker (Pourquié et al., 1996). Since the

expression of markers may change over time thus leading

to conflicting interpretations, we comparatively analysed

the expression of the three markers in the thick embryo

from E2 1/2 to E5 of development. Our study shows that

Alx4 is indeed a central dermomyotomal marker, labelling

the dermomyotome proper and omitting the dorsomedial

and ventrolateral dermomyotomal lips. En1 and Sim1 in

contrast only label subdomains within the Alx4 territory,

with En1 signals located medially, Sim1 signals located

laterally, and both markers abutting each other in the

middle.

When the rostrocaudal dermomyotomal lips begin to

deliver the late wave of myoblasts (Kahane et al., 2001)

and the dermomyotome proper deepithelialises to form

the dermatome (Christ et al., 1983), En1 and Sim1

expressions are maintained in the descendants of their

respective expression domains. Alx4 expression continues

only in the dermatome, here however encompassing the

En1 and Sim1 domains as before. Thus, Alx4 expression

is associated with the dermal fate of cells in the central

dermomyotome. En1 and Sim1 expressions in contrast

are not associated with a particular path of cellular

differentiation. Rather, both markers molecularly subdi-

vide the dermomyotome and subsequently superimpose

this molecular subdivision onto both the myotome and

the dermatome.

En1 cells originate from the epaxial dermomyotomal or

myotomal precursor pool

En1 expression in the avian somite commences late

(somite stages VIII–X) and at a distance to the axial

midline tissues, notochord and neural tube, known to

control the formation of medial or epaxial somitic

derivatives (reviewed by Brent and Tabin, 2002). Thus,

it was unclear whether En1 expression belongs to the

epaxial programme of the somite. Consequently, we could

not decide whether the En1–Sim1 expression boundary

might demarcate the epaxial–hypaxial interface. To clarify

this problem, we determined (a) origin and spread of the
En1-expressing cells and (b) the regulation of En1

expression by signals associated with epaxial and hypaxial

pathways.

Using DiI–DiO labelling and orthotopic grafting of quail

third, half or two third segmental plates into chick hosts, we

identified the dorsomedial wall of the somite as source of

En1 precursor cells. Thus, these cells stem from the common

epaxial dermomyotomal–myotomal precursor pool, which

was proposed by Denetclaw and Ordahl (2000) and Ordahl et

al. (2001). During the subsequent stages of dorsomedial–

ventrolateral outgrowth of the dermomyotome (Ben-Yair et

al., 2003), the En1 domain expands considerably. Thus, we

had to consider that parts of the hypaxial area may have been

incorporated into the En1 domain, casting again doubt on the

reliability of En1 as epaxial marker. Both our labelling and

grafting experiments however show that the En1 zone

enlarges due to the growth of the dorsomedial dermomyo-

tomal proper with an additional contribution of cells from the

dorsomedial dermomyotomal lip. Importantly, medial-third

segmental plate grafts even after prolonged incubation

always aligned with the lateral border of En1 expression.

Thus, while we cannot exclude that individual cells may

cross from the Sim1 into the En1 territory, similar to

violators of rhombomere boundaries (Birgbauer and Fraser,

1994), the bulk of En1 cells is and remains part of the epaxial

programme of the somite.

En1 expression is positively regulated by the axial midline

tissues and the surface ectoderm

To investigate the regulation of En1 expression, we

systematically manipulated the environment of the paraxial

mesoderm at the level of segmental plate (before the

specification of the epaxial dermomyotomal–myotomal

precursor pool), somites V–VIII (before the onset of En1

expression) and somites XII–XV (after the initiation of En1

expression). We found that En1 failed to be expressed, when

notochord and floor plate were ablated at the level of the

segmental plate. The removal of the dorsal neural tube

prevented En1 expression, when the operation was per-

formed at segmental plate–somites V–VIII levels before the

embryos reached HH14–15. This finding is in line with

experiments in the mouse, demonstrating that dorsal neural

tube mutants lack somitic En1 expression (Ikeya and

Takada, 1998). Thus, the development of En1 precursor

cells depends on the very same signals that control epaxial

myogenesis, reinforcing that En1 cells are part of the

epaxial somitic programmes.

As notochord and neural tube act early, they do not

account for the transcriptional activation of the En1 gene.

However, when we separated the somite from the overlying

surface ectoderm, En1 expression was lost at all stages and

for operations at segmental plate levels, somites V–VIII and

somites XII–XV levels, in line with Olivera–Martinez

(2002). Significantly, when the spatiotemporal signalling

of tissues required for En1 expression was altered, such that
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the epaxial dermomyotomal–myotomal precursors devel-

oped in an ectopic, ventral position (Dietrich et al., 1997,

and this study), En1 was also lacking. This suggests that

the ectodermal signals do not act long-range, in line with

Fan and Tessier-Lavigne (1994). Rather, the newly speci-

fied En1 precursors have to be brought into contact with the

surface ectoderm, which then initiates and maintains

expression of En1.

The signals involved in positive En1 regulation are Shh and

Wnt1/Wnt1-like signals

Our ablation experiments identified notochord, dorsal

neural tube and surface ectoderm as key regulators of En1

cell development. Past studies established Shh as noto-

chord–floor plate-derived signal while Wnt1 mimics most

functions of the dorsal neural tube (reviewed by Brent and

Tabin, 2002). The signalling from ectoderm to the somite is

not fully understood, but based on the panectodermal

expression of Wnt6 in the embryo (Schubert et al., 2002),

the ability of Wnt6 and Wnt7a to mimic the ectoderm-

driven induction of Pax3 and MyoD in vitro (Fan et al.,

1997; Tajbakhsh et al., 1998) and the ability of Wnt6 to

mimic ectodermal signalling when expressed from NIH3T3

cells (Schmidt et al., 2004), these Wnt molecules have been

proposed as ectodermal signals. Our experiments demon-

strate that Shh-loaded beads restore En1 expression upon

ablation of notochord and floor plate. Likewise, cell-

expressing Wnt1, but not cells expressing Wnt5a/5b/6/7a,

restored En1 expression following the ablation of the dorsal

neural tube. However, when the ectoderm was ablated,

again only Wnt1-expressing cells induced or reinstated En1

expression.

Tissue recombination experiments have shown that

ectodermal signalling requires cell–cell contact, while the

dorsal neural tube provides diffusible signals (Fan and

Tessier-Lavigne, 1994). Moreover, many Wnt proteins

tightly associate with the extracellular matrix, limiting

the range of their activity (reviewed by Cumberledge and

Reichsman, 1997). It is therefore conceivable that the

panectodermal factor Wnt6 (Schubert et al., 2002) and

Wnt7a, normally expressed in the ectoderm overlying

flank and limbs (Yang and Niswander, 1995), have not

been presented appropriately by the engineered cell lines to

trigger expression of En1 after ectoderm ablation. Alter-

natively, cofactors essential for Wnt6 signalling may be

absent in RatB1a or DF1 cells used in this study but

present in NIH3T3 cells used by Schmidt et al. (2004).

Interestingly, bioinformatical sequence comparison sug-

gested that the closest relative to Wnt6 is Wnt1, which

signals via the canonical pathway (Schubert et al., 2002;

reviewed by Miller, 2002). In our experiments, Wnt1 can

replace the function of the ectoderm as En1 inducer. This

suggests that it is a Wnt1-like, hcatenin-mediated signal-

ling event that controls the activation and maintenance of

En1 expression.
En1 expression is suppressed by BMP4

The activation of hypaxial programmes and the simulta-

neous suppression of epaxial programmes in the lateral

somite half depends on BMP4 released by the lateral plate

mesoderm (reviewed by Parkyn et al., 2002). We therefore

reasoned that if En1 expression is part of the epaxial

programmes, its expression should be negatively regulated

by BMP4. Indeed, when the somite was separated from the

BMP4-expressing lateral mesoderm, the En1 domain

expanded and reached the lateral edge of the dermomyo-

tome. Implanted BMP4 beads on the other hand readily

overcompensated for the absence of the lateral mesoderm

and suppressed the expression of En1. This suggests that

En1 is under negative control by the lateral mesoderm via

BMP4.

The roof plate of the neural tube is a further source of

BMP4 signals, which negatively regulates epaxial myo-

genesis until, induced by BMP4 itself, the BMP inhibitor

Noggin is up-regulated in the dml (Sela-Donenfeld and

Kalcheim, 2002). We found that En1 is extremely sensitive

to BMP4 as the overcompensation for the lateral mesoderm

removal occurred at BMP4 concentrations as low as 10 Ag/
ml. This finding suggests a scenario for the late onset of En1

expression at a distance to the axial midline tissues: En1

may be kept silent in epaxial dermomyotome until this

tissue grew sufficiently to allow the most lateral cells to

escape the reach of roof-plate-derived BMP4.

En1 and Sim1 molecularly define the epaxial–hypaxial

interface

Our study shows that cells to express En1 originate from

the epaxial dermomyotomal–myotomal precursor pool; they

are positively regulated by notochord or floor plate (Shh),

dorsal neural tube (Wnt1) and surface ectoderm (possibly

hcatenin-mediated Wnt signalling) and negatively regulated

by BMP4 from the lateral plate mesoderm and possibly, the

roof plate (model for the temporospatial regulation of En1

expression in Fig. 9). Sim1-expressing cells originate from

the lateral somite half, are positively regulated by the lateral

mesoderm (BMP4) and negatively regulated by the dorsal

neural tube (Wnt1; Hirsinger et al., 1997; Marcelle et al.,

1997; Pourquié et al., 1996). This firmly places En1 into the

epaxial, and Sim1 into the hypaxial programmes of somite

development. We therefore conclude that En1 and Sim1

expression molecularly defines the epaxial–hypaxial boun-

dary in the avian somite.

Earlier anatomical studies suggested that the ectodermal

thickening called ectodermal notch or furrow may serve as a

landmark for the epaxial–hypaxial boundary (Christ et al.,

1983). Importantly, this landmark does not coincide with the

expression boundary of En1 and Sim1. Rather, it resides at

the border between the dermatomal and lateral mesoderm-

based expression of Alx4, possibly demarcating the border

between somitic and nonsomitic dermis. Likewise, the
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ectodermal notch marks the point where the myotome

entered the lateral mesoderm, possibly discriminating

between the primaxial and abaxial component of the

hypaxial musculature (Burke and Nowicki, 2003).

En1 and Sim1 cells may set up a functional

epaxial–hypaxial compartment boundary

Genetic studies in the mouse and lineage tracing in the

chick suggested that epaxial and hypaxial muscle precursors

represent distinct somitic cell lineages (Eloy-Trinquet and

Nicolas, 2002; Freitas et al., 2001; Selleck and Stern, 1991).

In line with this view, our dye labelling and quail-chick
grafting experiments indicate that little cell movement

occurs between the En1- and Sim1-expressing domains of

the dermomyotome. We therefore asked whether the En1–

Sim1 expression boundary may represent a true compart-

ment boundary. Employing cell aggregation assays, it has

been demonstrated that cell populations, which form a

boundary between them, sort by the means of preferential

cell adhesion: the cells adhere to their own kind but avoid

cells from across the border (Wizenmann and Lumsden,

1997). We found this also holds true for En1- and Sim1-

expressing cells in the dermomyotome. En1-positive epaxial

cells mixed freely with epaxial cells, Sim-1-positive

hypaxial cells mixed with hypaxial cells, but En1 or epaxial

cells sorted from hypaxial cells expressing Sim1. This

suggests differential adhesion of cells across the epaxial–

hypaxial boundary, possibly a prerequisite for the future

segregation of muscle and the formation of the lateral

myoseptum. Given that En1 and Sim1 are transcriptional

regulators, we can speculate that they may regulate the

epaxial–hypaxial distribution of adhesion molecules.

Do En1 cells play an evolutionarily conserved role in

epaxial–hypaxial boundary formation?

Our study suggests that in amniotes, En1-expressing

cells demarcate the epaxial side of the epaxial–hypaxial

boundary. In the zebrafish embryo, En1-expressing adaxial

cells also set up the epaxial–hypaxial boundary (Halpern et

al., 1993; reviewed by Stickney et al., 2000). Both zebrafish

and amniotes have in common that the En1-expressing cells

originate from a precursor cell population close to the axial

midline tissues, the medial wall of the somite in the amniote

(this study) and the adaxial cells in the fish (Ekker et al.,

1992; Felsenfeld et al., 1991; Hatta et al., 1991). Moreover,

both cell populations depend on notochord-derived Shh for

their development (Currie and Ingham, 1996; Halpern et al.,

1993; Wolff et al., 2003; this study). Thus, striking
Fig. 9. Model: three-step induction of En1 and the epaxial–hypaxial

subdivision of the avian somite. Tissues actively involved in signalling and

responding areas of the somites are depicted in colour. Abbreviations: ep,

epaxial; hyp, hypaxial; others as in Figs. 1 and 4. (A) Notochord or floor

plate (orange; Shh) and dorsal neural tube (turquoise; Wnt1) specify the

epaxial myotomal or dermomyotomal precursors (pink) in the dorsomedial

wall of the newly formed somite. The lateral mesoderm (red; BMP4)

suppresses En1 in the hypaxial domain of the somite. BMP4 is also

provided by the roof plate of the neural tube (red), possibly accounting for

the suppression of En1 in the epaxial precursor cells. (B) In dorsoventrally

differentiated somites, the dorsal neural tube (Wnt1) triggers the expansion

of the epaxial myotomal or dermomyotomal precursor pool and the

differentiation of the first myoblasts (green) from the dml (purple). En1

remains repressed, possibly due to BMP4 signals from lateral mesoderm

and roof plate. (C) The continuous generation of dermomyotomal cells from

the dml plus the expansion of the dermomyotome by cell proliferation in

situ allows the centrally located epaxial cells to escape the BMP4 signals.

Now the ectoderm (dark blue; most likely hcatenin-mediated Wnt signals)

can initiate the expression of En1 (yellow), which in turn, together with

Sim1, demarcates the epaxial–hypaxial compartment boundary (indicated

by solid black line).
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similarities exist between amniote and nonamniote En1

expression at the epaxial–hypaxial border. The main differ-

ences are that compared to the fish, amniote En1 expression

commences at late stages of development, and additional

signals contribute to the regulation of En1 expression.

Moreover, fish En1 cells form a thin layer of cells in the

middle of the bulky myotome (Felsenfeld et al., 1991,

reviewed by Stickney et al., 2000), while the amniote En1

domain eventually occupies a large territory of dermomyo-

tome, myotome and dermatome. It has to be taken into

account, however, that nonamniote vertebrates develop via

free-feeding juveniles, which depend on the immediate

functionality of their musculoskeletal system (reviewed by

Goodrich, 1958). Amniotes by contrast established a direct

mode of development, skipping mobile larval stages. This

gave room during evolution to delay the differentiation of

muscle progenitors, to modify the regulatory cascades for

muscle formation and to co-opt additional regulatory cues.

Thus, it is well possible that En1 cells in the amniote somite

represent the homologues of the Engrailed-expressing

adaxial cells in the fish. It cannot be excluded, however,

that otherwise unrelated mesodermal cells recruited similar

molecular cascades for the formation of the epaxial–

hypaxial boundary, rendering the fish and amniote En1-

expressing cells merely analogous. The identification of the

molecular cascades for epaxial–hypaxial boundary forma-

tion and the function of Engrailed genes in particular is

required to in the future clarify this problem.
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